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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Proposal
This thesis is a partial analysis of the phonology of formal 
spoken Kannada. The writing system and the written, or "literary," 
form of the language is not included. Analysis of the morphology of 
Kannada is also beyond the scope of this study. In particular, the 
analysis is limited to a descriptive structural statement of the seg­
mental phonemes and their sequences, as determined from the idiolect, 
or individual speech, of one informant, Mr. Soans. Since the informant 
communicates with others in his language, it is felt that the analysis 
should have a more general applicability to the Kannada language.
The suprasegmentais, pitch, stress, and juncture, have been 
described only to the degree necessary for an adequate descriptive 
statement of the segmentais. Pitch patterns have not been analyzed, 
nor have stress and juncture sequences been fully described. Further­
more, the way in which segmentais combine with suprasegmentais to form 
the prosodic patterms of Kannada cannot be fully analyzed with this 
limited sample of speech. Such an analysis would require a much greater, 
more intimate knowledge of the language, A full statement of the 
phonology of a language such as Kannada would require the intensive 
study of many idiolects. A complete phonology has not been done for 
even such a well known language as English,
A few structural descriptions of Kannada have been published.
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An Outline of Colloquial Kannada, by William Bright, is a description
of the "colloquial", or more informal speech, of several informants from
the vicinity of Bangalore.^ The analysis contained in this thesis is
based on the very formal, "correct", speech of an informant who is from
a village near Mangalore. Another work. The Structure of Kannada, by
?R. C. Hiremath, was not available at the time of this writing. It is 
hoped that this analysis may supplement their work through a slightly 
different approach, and through the description of a slightly different 
form of speech.
Chapter I of this thesis is devoted to a background of the lang­
uage and the informant. Also included is a statement of methodological 
approach and some preliminary definitions of terms and constructions 
used in the body of the analysis.
Chapter II includes a description of the phonemes and their allo- 
phones. Each phoneme is assigned a symbol and described in terms of 
articulatory phonetics. The suprasegmentais are listed and briefly 
described.
In Chapter III, the types of phoneme sequences which occur will 
be described. A statement will be made of the functions within phoneme 
sequences for each segmental phoneme. The frequency with which each 
phoneme occurs in the language sample used, and the positions in which 
phonemes were found, are discussed.
^Deccan College Monograph Series 22 (Poona: Deccan College,
1958).
2This work was mentioned in correspondence between l'ü.lliam 
Bright and Dr. Heinrich. I have been unable, however, to locate a 
more complete citation.
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The final chapter. Chapter 17, is a comparison of Bright's anal­
ytic approach with the present one. The Kannada vocabulaiy obtained 
during the course of the research, and which included more than five 
hundred words, is contained in an appendix. In addition, tapes have 
been made of the morphemes used in the analysis.
Kannada
Kannada is one of the main Dravidian languages of southern India 
and is the official language of the present Mysore State. It is the 
first language of approximately fifteen million people, and, since it 
has official status, it is the second language of several million more.^
The Dravidian family of languages consists of Telugu, Tamil,
2Malayalam, and Kannada, as well as a number of less important languages. 
Telugu has over thirty-two million speakers and is found to the east of 
Mysore State, in Andhra Pradesh and Madras.^ Two other languages, Kui 
and Gond, are related to Telugu and are found in central India. Tamil 
and Malayalam, very closely related languages, are spoken to the south 
of Mysore Statej Tamil in Madras and northern Ceylon, and Malayalam in 
Kerala. Kannada is confined to Mysore State, It is more closely related 
to Tamil and Malayalam than to Telugu. There are a number of languages 
related to Kannada, including the language spoken by the famous polyandrous
^India, A Reference Manual, l?6l (The Publication Division, Min­
istry of Information and Broadcasting, Government of India), pp. 22-23, 
Table l8.
2J. D. Anderson, The Peoples of India (Cambridge: University Press, 
1913), pp. 61-62. ---------------------
^India, p. 23.
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Toda people.^
Kannada, as well as Telugu and Tamil, is a written language with 
literary traditions. As is the case with most Dravidian languages, how­
ever, it has been influenced through the centuries by Indo-European
2languages pressing from the north.
While Kannada has a number of local variations in speech, and 
differs according to the social status of the speaker, there is appar­
ently one standard, formal variety that is taught in the schools and 
universities. This type of speech is used, primarily, in formal speak­
ing, or lecturing, and differs from the everyday "colloquial" speech of 
even educated people. Formal speech is felt to correspond to how the 
literary form of the language should be spoken. The literacy, or written, 
form of the language is standard for the whole language, and has been 
described in several grammars.^
Although this analysis is limited to a simple structural statement 
of segmental phonemes, and their sequences, as they are used in formal 
Kannada, some general observations of grammar and morphemic patterns 
were made during the course of research. These impressions coincide 
with Bright’s interpretation of colloquial speech, and other general 
descriptions of Dravidian languages.^
^Anderson, p. 65. See also, reference map showing the distribu­
tion of the languages of India.
2"Dravidian Languages," Encyclopaedia Britannica, VII (1959) 626-627,
^F. Kittel, A Grammar of the Kannada Language (Mangalore: 1903);
_________ , A Kannada-English Dictionary (Mangalore: l89U);
H. Spencer, A Kanarese Grammar, rev. by W. Perston (Mysore: 1950).
^Anderson, pp. 62-63. Quoted by Anderson from Sir G. Grierson,
The Languages of India.
Encyclopedia Britannica, VII (1959) 627.
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Kannada words are modified in meaning and grammatical function 
within sentences by a series of post-positions, or suffixes. Several 
suffixes may be attached to a root word, or two roots may combine into 
a new word, but no true prefixes were observed in the data. Nouns and 
pronouns, as sentence subjects have one type of suffix| as objects of 
direct action, another; and as objects of indirect action, another.
Verbs have suffixes which indicate tenses, and the subject-person in 
some of these tenses. There is a separate set of tense suffixes for 
the indicative, interrogative, and negative.
There are two main genders, which may be termed human and non­
human although there are some instances of rather arbitrary placement 
of words in one or the other category. Within the human gender pronouns, 
sex is indicated in the third person singular. Third person human and 
non-human pronouns also take different forms according to the nearness 
to, or distance from the speaker, or to the people, or animals and 
things, under discussion.
Adjectives do not have to have suffixes to agree with the words 
t h ^  modify.
The determining morphological and morphophonemic factors in the 
combinations of segmental and suprasegmental features have not been 
analyzed here. The overall phonemic effect produced by these combina­
tions, however, is one of consonants, or consonant clusters alternating 
with long and short vowels in a smooth, regular sequence. Stress and 
pitch variations are not great, but sequences of stresses and pitches 
form patterns, or contours, over words, phrases, and sentences. Juncture 
features are an important part of the language, influencing the length 
of vowels, and acting as syntactic markers in sentences.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The informant used for the purpose of making this analysis is a 
young man from a small village about twenty-five miles north of Manga­
lore. He comes from an educated family, Christian in religion, who 
have lived in the same area for generations. They farm about fifty 
acres of leased land. Their position in the society of their area is 
described by the informant as "middle class". Moodbidri, with a popu­
lation between five and seven thousand is the nearest town. He was 
educated in his village, and attended the University of Mangalore. He 
also studied in Madras before coming to the United States. At the time 
of the analysis he had been in this country for a year and spoke excel­
lent English. He stated that, to his knowledge, the speech in his area 
of Mysore had not been classified into any special dialect of Kannada.
Linguistic Concepts
Descriptive linguistic analysis is concerned with describing the 
structures that languages use to express meanings, or classify experi­
ence, i.e., content. The expression system of a language has two aspects, 
The first is the phonemic system which consists of significant sounds 
of the language, and their sequences. Second, the morphemic system ties 
the phonemic structures to experience, or gives them meaning. Morpho­
phonemics describe the relationships between phonemic and morphonemic 
structures.
The sounds used in speech can be described and recorded with no 
regard to their significance, or to the structures they form. Such a 
description is entirely phonetic. There are two types of phonetic 
descriptions. Acoustic phonetics describe the sound waves themselves. 
These waves may be recorded by various instruments and analyzed in terms
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of the physics of sound. The speech of any language may also be des- 
scribed in terms of the in which human beings articulate their 
speech utterances. This type of description is termed articulatory 
phonetics.^ The description of phonemes included in this thesis util- 
izes the terminology of articulatory phonetics.
Although linguistic analysis is based on accurate phonetic des­
cription, language is much more than the sound which it contains. 
Language is a cultural phenomenon. Only certain of the sounds which 
occur in the speech of a language are classified by the language as 
significant for use in communication. The remaining sounds may be 
termed non-distinctive.^ A phonemic analysis is concerned with deter­
mining the significant combinations of sounds from all the actual 
sounds in the speech of a language.
The significant sounds occur in sets, or bundles. These sets 
form units called phonemes. A phoneme consists of several phonetic 
features which are said to determine the phoneme, and which cannot, 
normally, change without changing the phoneme. Other, non-distinctive 
phonetic features of a phoneme may vary without changing the phenome.
In phonetic transcriptions, determining and non-distinctive phonetic 
features are not differentiated. Phonetic transcriptions, throughout 
this thesis, are designated by brackets,L D . After those phonetic
^L. Bloomfield, Language (New Yorks Henry Holt and Co., 1938),
p. 75.
2H. Gleason, Jr., ^  Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 19^), pp. 239-258. Gleason 
presents an excellent discussion of the technical terminology of 
articulatory phonetics.
^Bloomfield, p. 79.
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features which are phonemically significant have been determined, the 
resulting significant sets of phonetic features, or phonemes, are desig­
nated by symbols which are enclosed in slashes, / /.
The variations in the pronunciation which may occur within a 
phoneme are the allophones of that phoneme. Some allophones vary ac­
cording to the position of their phoneme in relation to other phonemes, 
while other allophones vary according to the idiosyncracies of the 
speaker. Allophones of the latter type are said to be in free varia­
tion.
There are two types of phonemes, termed segmental and supraseg­
mental. The segmental phonemes are the significant units of sound, 
Suprasegment phonemes consist of various features which are not sounds 
in themselves, but which combine with the segmentais in ways which 
result in phonetic contrasts. Three kinds of suprasegmentals have been 
described for Kannada in this analysis: pitch, stress, and juncture.
The segmental phonemes are generally divided into consonants 
and vowels. For convenience in description, this division is frequently 
made in terms of articulatory phonetics with vowels described as a 
special type of resonant. In a phonemic analysis, however, vowels and 
consonants are defined in terms of their phonemic functions in the par­
ticular language under consideration.
The phonemic sequences of any language form combinations charac­
teristic of that language. These sequences are not random combinations, 
but occur in a limited number of patterns which are determined by the 
structure of the language. Generally, the sequences of phonemes are 
described in terms of the larger structures they form; namely, syllables, 
words, phrases, and sentences. These structures are described in terms
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of phoneme sequences without regard to their grammatical definitions.
In other words, phonemes combine in various ways to form syllables. 
Syllables, in turn, combine to form words, and sequences of words form 
phrases and sentences. These structures are marked off by suprasegmental 
features, particularly, juncture and stress.
Technique and Methodology
Approximately fifty hours were spent recording the informant’s 
speech. Tape recordings were made of some of the last sessions spent 
with the informant to allow later rechecking and verification. The main 
part of the work with the informant, however, consisted of first obtain­
ing vocabulary and then checking acceptable and unacceptable variations 
in pronunciation with him. In obtaining vocabulaiy, an attempt was made 
to cover a variety of content subjects, as well as grammatical construc­
tions, in order to obtain as many as possible of the phonemic combinations 
which occur in the language.
To be consistent in describing the informant's "formal" language, 
analysis has been based on his more careful speech. On several occasions 
he corrected himself, giving a second pronunciation of a phrase or word 
when he felt his first, more spontaneous, version was not correct. In 
one or two instances these differences have been noted in the body of 
the analysis. For example, as noted in Chapter II, the informant pro­
nounced words beginning with the phonemes /e/ and /E/ in formal speech 
as [ie] or [iS], He "corrected" this later, and this difference was 
adjusted in the analysis in favor of his second pronunciation. These 
minor differences give some indication of the differences between the 
everyday, or "colloquial", speech and the formal speech of this informant.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The method used in constructing this analysis has been to state 
the number of phonemes, and their sequences, as found in the informant’s 
speech in the most economical manner possible that is consistent with 
full and adequate description of the language. Some matters have had 
to be decided rather arbitrarily. For example, the phonetic sequence
a voiced dental affricate, and a palatalized nasal voiced contin­
uant in the dental position, might be considered as a phoneme, or as a 
cluster of several phonemes, /jni/. The latter course was chosen since 
this sequence of sounds was found to be always predictable in terms of 
its position. That is, it was found to always precede the long low 
central vowel /A/. The /i/ is always palatalized when it precedes cen­
tral and back vowels. This cluster interpretation was more convenient 
than classifying the sequence as a separate phoneme since it kept down 
the number of phonemes necessary to describe the language.
The analysis of Kannada contained in this thesis is subject to 
the same limitations as any scientific analysis. That is, the conclu­
sions about the phonology of Kannada apply, directly, only to the speech 
of a single individual. Because the informant communicates with other 
educated speakers of Kannada, however, it is assumed that the analysis 
has general applicability. The validity of this assumption, of course, 
can only be determined by attempting to apply the analysis to the speech 
of other educated Kannada speakers.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II 
PHONEMES 
Segmentais
Forty-one segmental phonemes were determined for Kannada from 
the data given by the informant» For convenience they may be divided 
into vowels and consonants in terms of articulatory phonetics. That is, 
they may be classified into stops, continuants, and affricates. Con­
sonants occur in all of these catagories, while vowels are a special 
type of resonant continuant which may be described in terms of the height 
and position of the tongue.^ The segmentais are presented in Tables I, 
II, and III. Table I presents the consonants, and Tables II and III 
present the vowels. While consonants and vowels tvIII be defined in 
terms of their functions within syllables in a later section of this 
analysis, it should be noted here that two phonemes, /r/, and 
/i/, function sometimes as vowels, and other times as consonants, de­
pending on their positions within particular syllables.
Table I shows a symmetrical arrangement of sixteen stops. These 
stops occur in a four position pattern. Each position has a set of four 
contrasting phonemesj voiced and unvoiced without aspiration, and voiced 
and unvoiced with aspiration. The unaspirated stops are lightly articu­
lated, or lenis, while the aspirated stops are f> rcefully articulated, 
or fortis. In the articulation of the voiced stops, voicing begins with 
the onset of the phoneme.
^Gleason, p. 2^3,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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TABLE I 
CONSONANTS
Bilabial Dental to Alveole-palatal Palatal Varies 
__________ Interdental (Retroflex ______________in Pos.
Stops
voiced,
unaspirated b d D g
voiced,
aspirated b d^ D^ gh
voiceless,
unaspirated p t T k
aspirated p^ t^ T^
&
voiceless, 
Affricates 
voiced,
unaspirated j
voiceless,
unaspirated c
voiceless,
aspirated c
Continuants 
voiced, 
unaspirated
nasal rti n N
lateral 1 L
trill r
bilabial 
fricative v
voiceless,
unaspirated s &
voiceless
aspirated
voiceless
aspiration i
*Stops, nasals, and laterals are slightly retroflex in this 
position.
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The bilabial stops may border on articulation as bilabial frica­
tives, particularly in the unaspirated /h/ and /p/. Examples of these 
stops occur in the words /baru-/ 'come', /b^ara/ 'speed', /paDu/ 'west', 
and /p^ala/ 'fruit'.
/d/, /dVs /t/, and / t V  may vary in position from interdental to 
dental, although the interdental position seems to be preferred. Using 
the interdental position avoids any confusion with the alveolo-palatal 
position. These dental to interdental stops may vary in their mode of 
articulation. The /d/ includes the voiced fricative sound, , within
its range, while /t/ includes the voiceless fjOl . The aspirated /d^/ 
and / t V  also follow this pattern. Examples of these phonemes are found 
in /dana/ 'cow', /d^ana/ 'riches', /mata/ 'caste', and /rat^a/ 'jugger­
naut '.
Those stops in the alveolo-palatal position are retroflexed, or 
made with the tip of the tongue turned back slightly. /D/, in the word 
/tODa/, the Toda people, is an example of the voiced stop in the alveolo- 
palatal position. This is in contrast to the voiceless /T/ which appears 
in the word /tOTa/ 'garden'. The retroflex, aspirated stops are found 
in the words /D^amba/ 'pride', and /maT^a/ 'place where priests live'.
The palatal stops show little variation in position, but may 
tend toward fricative release. The minimal pair, /la&ga/ 'skirt', and 
/lagka/ 'Ceylon', demonstrate the contrast between the voiced and un­
voiced stops in this position. The aspirated palatal stops are found 
in the words /g^ana/ 'respected', and /sauk^ia/ 'good health'.
The allophones described for the stops appear to be in free var­
iation. That is, allophonic variations of the stops do not appear to 
be influenced by the position of their phonemes in regard to other
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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phonemes.
Four voiced nasal continuants, /ra/, /n/, /N/, and /ô/ were found 
to correspond in position to the stops. The /n/ is normally dental in 
position rather than interdental, however. No contrasting series of 
voiceless or aspirated nasals was found in the data. The words /mArasa/ 
'meat', /nAnu/ 'I', /kONi/ 'buffalo', and /agigaDi/ 'shop', contain exam­
ples of the nasal positions.
The dental /l/, as in /elli/ 'where', and /tale/ 'head', and the 
retroflex /L/, as in /beLLi/ 'silver', and /male/ 'rain', are the two 
voiced lateral continuants. No voiceless or aspirated lateral continuants 
were found to contrast with these.
Normally, the /r/ is a short trill which is in the alveolar posi­
tion. It may serve as a consonant or a vowel depending on its position 
in relation to other phonemes. The vocalic /r/ has a slightly different 
phonetic quality than the consonantal /r/ which may be described phonet­
ically as the trill plus a very short high central vocalic sound, re­
corded phonetically as In the word /grha/ 'house', /r/ serves as
a vowel, acting as the syllable peak, carrying the stress, for the ,/gr/ 
combination. On the other hand, in the word /graha/ 'planet’, the /r/ 
is part of the consonant cluster /gr/. In this case, the vowel, /a/, is 
the syllable peak.̂
Three voiceless grooved fricatives, or silibants, occur in the 
data. First is the /s/, in the dental position, as in /sarpa/ 'cobra', 
or /sarige/ 'wire'. Second, is the alveolo-palatal, but non-retroflexed 
/&/. The / é V  is the aspirated homorganic of the /&/. The /&/ and /&%/
^Charles F, Rockett, A Nbnual of Phonology, Memoir 11, U A L  
(Baltimore: Waverly Press, Inc., 195^77 pp. 51-53 -
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are contained in the words /uiàama/ ’worse'j and/uié^a/ ’poison’. No 
aspirated homorganic of the /s/ was discovered in the data, nor were 
any voiced fricatives found.
The data contains examples of three dental affricates contrasting 
in voicing and aspiration. No example was found of a voiced affricate 
with aspiration. The affricates follow the established pattern of the 
stops. That is, the unaspirated affricates are lenis, while the aspir­
ated /c^/ is fortis. /j/, /c/, and /c^/ are found in the words /ajja/ 
’grandfather’, /janana/ ’birth’, /accu/ ’press’, /curi/ ’knife’, and 
/kac^Eri/ ’office',
/h/ is an unobstructed voiceless continuant which may vary in 
position. It is best described as an aspiration which may precede vowels. 
The /h/ was not found in combination with another consonant. It will 
tend to conform to the vowel it precedes: high front in the case of 
/sihi/ ’sweet’I mid front in the case of /hendati/ ’wife’; high back 
before /u/ in /huDuga/ ’boy’; mid back before /o/ in /ihottu/ ’today’| 
low central to mid central before /a/, as in /hattu/ ’ten’, and even 
lower before /A/ in /hAu/ ’snake’.
The /v/ is normally phonetically intermediate to the labio-dental 
fricative [y] and the bilabial resonant [w]. That is, it is made with 
the lips slit, but not pressed together, /v/ is articulated as a labio­
dental fricative when it precedes the /r/, as in the word /vrata/ 
’religious observance’, and /vrtta/ ’circle’, When /v/ precedes the 
vocalic /u/ it forms a sequence of two phonetically distinct sounds as 
in the verb form /k-ta-ri-su-va-vu/ ’they, non-human, will cut’.
The consonantal /i/ is phonologically conditioned. Before the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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central and back vowels, it is slightly palatalized, as, for example, in 
/iud^d^a/ ’war'f, /lAru/ ’who", /iOd^a/ ’warrior", and /kraia/ "price".
It appears that in careful, formal speech, /i/ often precedes the /e/ 
and /E/. For example, /ele/ "leaf" may be pronounced [lele^ or /Enu/ 
"what", may be pronounced [jlEnuJ. In these cases the /i/ is not palat­
alized. No example of the consonantal /i/ preceding the vocalic /i/ 
within the same syllable was found in the data, /i/ and /i/ may meet 
with open juncture as members of two different syllables, however, as 
in /ki-ri-ia/ "little".
Doubling of the consonants occurs frequently in the sample as a 
significant phonological feature. Gemination, or doubling of a conson­
ant can change the meaning of a morpheme. For example, /daDa/ is the 
word for "shore", while /daDDa/ is the word for "lazy". When a conson­
ant is geminated there is no release of the first member of the pair 
before the onset of the second member. In the case of doubled aspirated 
consonants, the aspiration occurs with the release of the second member. 
This feature occurs in the doubled aspirated consonants in such words 
as /iud^d^a/ "war", and /bat^t^a/ "unhulled rice".
The vowels are illustrated in Tables II and III. Phonemically, 
the vowels of the second series may be considered lengthened forms of 
the vowels of the first, or short, series. Length is the determining 
feature, but other phonetic features go along with the lengthening. In 
particular, at least the central and back long vowels are articulated 
lower than their short counterparts,
/a/, the most common vowel, is lower mid to mid central in arti­
culation. The mid central C^J and the lower oT] were not found to 
contrast phonemically in the data. , therefore,is considered to be
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High
Mid-high 
Mid-low
TABLE II 
SHORT VOWELS
Front Central Back
i VL
TABLE III 
LONG VOWELS
Front Central Back
High I U
Mid E 0
Low A
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an allophone of /a/. The more central position appears to occur partly 
as a function of stress and partly as a function of phonetic coloring 
by surrounding front or high phonemes. Thus, in /beraLu/ 'finger*, the 
very short, lightly stressed /a/ occurs as , Environmental coloring 
is particularly evident in words like /D*^amba/ 'pride', /dana/ 'cow', 
and /TappAlu/ 'mail'. The /a/ becomes mid central in position in prepar­
ation for the front /m/, /n/, and /p/- The /a/ sometimes verges on 
articulation as the low front Tc eH , but is never pronounced as far back, 
or rounded as the Qo'].
The /a / is about twice as long as the /a/ and is articulated 
lower. Its phonemic contrast with the /a/ is evident in the words /alia/ 
'no', and /allA/ 'Allah', the Moslem deity, or in the pair, /dana/ 'cow', 
and /dAna/ 'alms'.
The /a/ combines as the first member of diphthongs with /i/ and 
/u/. The short diphthongs found in the words /kai/ 'hand', and /haudu/ 
'yes', where the two vowel combination has the same stress and length 
as a short vowel in a normally stressed position. When /A/ combines with 
/i/ or /u/ as in the words /nAi/ 'dog', and /hAu/ 'snake', the /Ai/ and 
/Au/ sequences are longer than the /A/ alone, and are not as tightly 
bound as in the short diphthongs. /hAu/ and /nAi/ can be divided into 
two stress bearing parts, or syllables. This extra length and stress 
become apparent in comparing the word /hAu/ with the word for 'tea',
/cA/ in which the /A/ is shorter and more abrupt than the /Au/ sequence. 
No other long vowels were found in two vowel sequences.
The high front /i/ contrasts with the lengthened /I/, shown in 
such words as /bidiru/ 'bamboo', /iru-/ the verb stem for 'be', /bidi/ 
'street', and /niru/ 'water'. The consonantal /i/ has already been
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described. The vocalic /i/ does not show the variability in pronunci­
ation that is evident in the /a/. The /l/ contrasts with the /i/ 
primarily in length. Apparently, there is very little change in 
position between the two, though the long /l/ may be slightly higher 
than the /i/. /l/ was not found to enter into any diphthongs. On
the other hand, /i/ is the second member of the diphthongs /ai/ and 
/oi/, found in the words /aidu/, 'five', and /hoige/ 'sand*.
The /u/ is articulated with the mouth open and the lips only 
slightly rounded. The /U/ is about twice as long as the /u/ and is 
articulated slightly lower, with the mouth more open and rounded.
This difference in position is not so marked as the difference between 
the /a/ and /A/. The words /mudi/ 'old', /muk^a/ 'face', /mUdu/
'east', and /mUk^a/ 'dumb', contain examples of the contrast between 
/u/ and /u/. The /u/ is, of course, the second member of the diph­
thong /au/.
The mid front /e/ often borders in position closely on the high 
front /i/. They are distinct phonemes, however, as evidenced by the 
minimal pair, /ele/ 'leaf, and /ili/'mouse'. The /E/ is longer than 
the /e/, and is articulated slightly lower. The /e/, /E/, pair are 
found in the words /vandane/ 'greeting', /ettu/ 'lift', /vondanE/
'first', and /ETu/ 'a beating'.
/o/, the short mid back vowel borders closely on the short high 
back /u/. The /O/ is distinctly longer, lower, and more open in articu­
lation than its short counterpart, /o/, /o/ and /O/ are found in the
words /roTTi/ 'bread', /vondu/ 'one', /ihottu/ 'today', and /kONe/ 'room' 
The /oi/ diphthong has been mentioned in the word /hoige/ 'sand'.
In addition to the ten vowels listed above is the vocalic /r/
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which has been described.
Whenever vowels occur in word terminal position, they are short­
ened from their normal length and cut off abruptly. They do not trail 
off in either pitch or stress.
Patterns of phoneme arrangements will be described in Chapter 
III, but it may be observed here that the /a/, /l/, and /u/ appear from 
the data to occur more frequently and to be used in more positions than 
do the rest of the vowels. For this reason, they could be considered as 
forming a triangular system with each other within the five short vowel 
system.
Supras e gment als
Suprasegmental features have been analyzed only to the extent 
felt necessary for adequate description of the segmentais and their 
arrangements. Juncture and stress have been more fully analyzed than 
has pitch since they appear to be more relevant to determining segmental 
features in Kannada than does pitch. Phrases and sentences have pitch 
contours which play some part in indicating declarative statements, 
questions, and commands of various kinds. These appear to be somewhat 
involved and no attempt to analyze them will be made in this study. It 
does seem, however, that there are three pitch contrasts in simple 
declarative speech.
Six types of juncture features occur in the data. First is the 
close juncture feature symbolized ty /+/. This occurs between phonemes 
which cannot be separated by any sort of a pause, generally the phonemes 
within a syllable, although two syllables are, under certain conditions, 
tied by close juncture. The /+/ symbol will not be inserted unless
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there is a particular reason for demonstrating the close juncture feature.
Open juncture, /-/, is the pause that can normally be made between 
syllables but is not discernible in ordinary speech. Again, this symbol 
will only be used when juncture features are being presented.
Space, / /, indicates the very brief pause between words within 
a phrase or a clause. Phrases, clauses and sentences are marked by 
longer pauses. Kannada evidently uses different juncture pauses as 
syntactic devices to separate various parts of sentences. For example, 
a sentence with the patterns actor, object of action, action, will have 
a pause /;/, between the actor and the object, and a shorter pause, /,/, 
between the object and the action. /nAnu; AnegaLa Aabdauannu, kELut^t^Ene./ 
"I, elephants, sound of, hear~I”, or "I hear the sound of the elephants," 
demonstrates these features. The sentence terminal pause, /./, is quite 
marked and is about twice as long as the pause indicated by / The 
pause symbolized by /,/ is longer than the word pause, but shorter than 
the /;/ phrase marker. The /,/ may also be used to mark off an enumer­
ation, as in the sentence /ivu baTagalu; kerapu, nlla, haLadi, baMNagaLalli, 
sigut^^ave/. This sentence translates literally into "These clothes, 
red, blue, yellow, colors-in those, are available," or in English form, 
"These clothes are available in red, blue, and yellow." Words, phrases, 
and sentences all end sharply^ they do not trail off,. This makes the 
juncture pauses quite distinct.
Stresses are indicated at the syllable peaks. Three types of 
stress features have been determined from the data. Kannada seems to 
be normally pronounced with a rather even or regular cadence, with no 
wide variations in stress. The usual, normal stress which may occur 
with both short and long vowels is not marked ordinarily, though / V  may
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be used for illustrative purposes. Greater than normal stress is indi­
cated by the symbol /^/<. Less than normal stress, seems to occur
only with short vowels in some positions, as in /beraLu/ 'finger", and 
/eradanS/ "second".
The relation of prosodic features and stress patterns has not 
been analyzed. One sentence stress pattern may be exemplified, however, 
by /nAnu| Anèg^ànnh, nODutNi^Enè,/, "I, elephants, see-I," or "I see 
the elephants." In addition, it was observed that many multisyllable 
words have the strongest stress on the first syllable, as in /Tagarù/ 
"ram", and /rawàhàddu/ 'vulture'. Others, particularly verb forms at 
the end of sentences, appear to have a strong stress on the second from 
final syllable as in /katkrisut^t^Ene/ 'I cut", present tense. Word 
final syllables appear to always carry normal stress though they are 
shortened and cut off abruptly as previously stated.
This completes the phonetic description and symbolization of the 
phonemes which were determined from the data. The discussion of the 
sequences in which the segmental phonemes occur is the subject of the 
following chapter. Chapter III.
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CHAPTER III
PHONEME SEQUENCES
Phonemic Structures
The combinations of phonemes which may occur together, along 
with those which may not, form the patterns of speech characteristic 
of formal Kannada, Those combinations of phonemes which may occur to­
gether form a hierarchical structure made up of syllables, words, 
phrases, and sentences, which are defined in terras of their phonolog­
ical features. Some phonemes occur much more frequently than others, 
and in more different positions. Phoneme frequencies play an important 
part in forming the characteristic phonological patterns of Kannada and, 
therefore, are discussed in this chapter. Reference to morphophonemic 
features is kept at a minimum.
Syllables are the smallest structural units which contain seg­
mental phonemes, A syllable is a sequence of one or more segmental 
phonemes tied by close juncture, and carrying one stress phoneme. Fur­
ther, it seems that a syllable carries only one pitch phoneme. Sylla­
bles always contain vowels which, in Kannada, act as the main stress 
bearing parts of the syllables, or, the peaks. Two short vowels may 
occur together in one syllable, forming a diphthong, and sharing the 
stress. Generally, however, a syllable contains only one vowel. Con­
sonants act as syllable boundaries, although syllables do not always 
have consonants in them. They may precede, and follow, the peak vowel. 
When consonants precede the peak vowel they are syllable onsets, and
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when they follow the vowel they act as syllable codas.^
When a syllable ends in a vowel, it will be separated by open 
juncture, /-/, or a longer juncture pause, from any following syllable. 
Thus, all words in the data end in vowels except the informant's name, 
/sons/ 'Soans', which has been Anglicized from /souvana/. If a syllable 
ends in a consonant, this consonant is tied by close juncture to a suc­
ceeding syllable which must begin with a consonant. This type of con­
sonant sequence, then, can only occur within a word, or word internally, 
and so is called a medial consonant cluster. Other consonant clusters 
occur only at the beginning of syllables, or words, and are called 
syllable initial consonant clusters, for convenience in discussion, to 
distinguish them from the medial clusters which bind together two syl­
lables. No consonant clusters were found to end syllables.
Geminated consonants, as well as a series of other two-consonant 
combinations act as medial clusters. Two and three consonant combina­
tions serve as syllable initial clusters. The phoneme combinations 
which form these patterns are described in the section of this chapter 
dealing with consonant positions.
Patterns of phoneme sequences within syllables may be described 
by these basic consonant-vowel structural patterns; 7-, GV-, GCV-,
GGC7-, 7G+, GVC+, and GG7C+, GGCVG+ was not found in the data, although 
it is a possibility in the sequence pattern.
Words are sequences of one, or more, syllables and are bounded by 
word juncture or longer pauses. Internally, they contain only close and 
open juncture. They probably carry more than one pitch, and will have
^Hockett, pp. 5l“53.
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as many stresses as there are syllables within the word.
Words may begin with any of the syllable types since words are 
always preceded by a juncture pause. /l/ 'these', is a one vowel, one 
syllable word. The sequence CV- begins the word /kOli/ 'chicken'3 CCV- 
begins the word /drava/ 'liquid'? and CCCV- begins the word /strl/
'woman', /antu/ 'however', /ettu/ 'lift', /nalku/ 'four*, /kETTa/
'mean', and /svalpa/ 'some', contein word initial syllables which end 
in consonants, VC+, CVC+, and CCVC+.
Syllable sequences within words are limited by the nature of the 
preceding syllable. Generally, the CV-C7 pattern is followed as in 
/ba-ha-La/ 'such', and /ja-na-na/ 'birth'. The single vowel syllable 
may follow a syllable ending in a vowel within a word as in /hO-gu-u-dilla/ 
'will not go'.'*' Only syllables beginning with consonants may follow a 
syllable ending in a consonant, /vi-diuc^c^akti/ 'electricity', contains 
an initial cluster and two medial clusters, with the sequence pattern 
C+V-C+G+V+C+G+V+C+C+V. /candra/ 'moon', combines both a medial and 
initial cluster in the /ndr/ sequence. The first syllable ends in a 
consonant, /n/, which is tied by close juncture to the syllable initial 
cluster /dr/.
Word final syllables follow the same patterns as medial syllable 
combinations except, of course, words never end in consonants.
Sequences of words normally form simple sentences and phrases 
which combine into sentences. A sentence is bounded hy the sentence 
pause /,/, and may, but not necessarily, contain all the other types 
of juncture features within its boundaries. In some cases, a sentence
^In more informal speech this becomes /hOguvadilla/, avoiding 
the two vowel sequence separated by open juncture.
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consists of only one word. For example, /AnegaLilla./ "elephant-plural- 
negative", or "There are no elephants," is a complete sentence. More 
frequently, however, sentences have one or more phrases such as were 
described in Chapter II.
Combinations of word sequences sometimes cause morphophonemic 
changes which influence phonemic sequences. For example, 'There is no 
elephant,' is /Ane ilia/, but when the plural suffix /-gaLu/ is added 
to /Ane/, the /ilia/ assimilates with it into one word /AnegaLilla/ 
with the /u/ dropping out.
For the purposes of the present analysis, however, segmental 
phoneme sequences are described in terras of their syllable and word 
positions in the phonological sense. Consonant word positions will be 
described first, and then the vowel positions.
Consonant Positions
All the unaspirated stops were found to begin words, or word 
initially, and to begin syllables within words, or syllable initially, 
and were found to occur geminated. These features of the unaspirated 
stops are contained in these words: /b/, /beraLu/ 'finger', /iarAbu/ 
•liquor', /hebbeTTu/ 'thumb'; /d/, /dipaj 'lamp', /kudure/ 'horse', 
/haddu/ 'hawk-like bird'; /D/, /DaDatande/ 'father's older brother', 
/daDa/ 'shore', /gaDDa/ 'beard'; /g/, /guDi/ 'shrine', /Tagaru/ 'ram', 
/hagga/ 'rope' ; /p/, /pAda/ 'foot', /viApAra/ 'trade', /uppu/ 'salt'; 
/t/, /tale/ 'head', /parvata/ 'mountain', /hattu/ 'ten'; /T/, /TappAlu/ 
'mail', /tuTi/ 'lip', /roTTi/ 'bread'; /k/, /kAlu/ 'leg', /beLaku/ 
'light', and /akki/ 'hulled rice'.
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The unaspirated affricates occur word and syllable initially, and 
geminated, following the pattern of the stops, /c/ is found in /cUri/ 
'knife*, /raanca/ 'cot', and /accu/'press or mold', /j/ occurs in /jubba/ 
'shirt', /mEju/ 'table', and /ajja/ 'grandfather'.
All the nasals except the /^/ were found in the data at least 
syllable initially and geminated. The /p/ is limited to the medial 
cluster position, as in /baôôa/ 'privation', and /hejgasu/ 'woman*.
/m/ is found in /mAmsa/ 'meat', /jamak^Ane/ 'rug', and /emme/ 'female 
buffalo' ; and /n/ occurs in /nela/ 'floor*, /ninu/ 'you' singular , 
and /mannus^a/ 'man'. The /n / was not found in word initial position 
though it occurs as a syllable onset, as in /kONe/, 'room'; and it occurs 
as a geminated medial cluster in /taNNage/ 'cold*.
The lateral voiced continuant /l/ occurs in the usual pattern; 
word initially, in /langa/ 'skirt'; syllable initially in /gulAbi/ 'rose'; 
and geminated, in /alia/ 'no'. The retroflex /L/ was not found word 
initially, /male/ 'rain', shows it in syllable initial position, and 
/oLLemeNasu/ 'pepper', contains the doubled /LL/.
The consonantal /r/ begins words and syllables and also may be 
geminated; /rakèe/ 'protection', /mUru/ 'three', /karrage/ 'black'.
/v/, the bilabial, voiced, slit fricative, occurs word initially 
and internally and geminated; /vara/ 'bridegroom', /javegOdi/ 'barley', 
and /iavvana/ 'youthful'.
/s/ and /&/ begin words and syllables, but only the /&/ was found 
to be geminated. The /5/ positions are contained in the words /saNNa/ 
'small', and /mosale/ 'crocodile'; and the /à/ positions in /âlla/ 
'behavior', /vi&ama/ 'worse', and /vaiééa/ 'third caste from the top'.
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The /h/ was not found to be geminated, nor combined with any other 
consonant. It does begin words and syllables, as in /hesaru/ ’name', 
and /rAhuta/ 'rider'.
The consonantal /i/ appears to occur normally only before the 
back raid and low vowels, as in /iAke/ 'why', /kraia/ 'price*, /iud^d^a/ 
'war', /niUnate/ 'a lack in a person', and /aiiO/ 'ouch'. It was not 
found to precede itself in a syllable, and it does not precede /e/ and 
/E/ in careful speech. For example, the word /iduiEnu/ 'this, what?’, 
or "What is this?" in informal speech, is /idu Enu/ in formal speech.
Aspirated consonants occur less frequently in the data than do 
the unaspirated ones. This makes it more difficult to demonstrate them 
in all positions. They may be listed, however, with examples of the posi­
tions found for each: /b^/, /b^ara/ 'weight', /ab^iAsa/ 'academic drill'; 
/dVj /d^ana/ 'riches', /ad^ama/ 'degenerate (person)', and /iud^d^a/ 
'war'; /D^/, /D^alu/ 'big drum'; /g^/, /g^ana/ 'respected', /apag^Ata/ 
'accident'; /p^/, /p^ala/ 'fruit', /kAp^i/ 'coffee'; /t^/, /rat^a/ 'jug­
gernaut', /bat^tha/ 'unhulled rice'; /T^/, /raaT^a/ 'place where priests 
live'; /k^/, /k^agOla/ 'heavenly bodies', /mak^a/ 'face'; /4^/, /vià^a/ 
'poison'; /c^/, /kac^Eri 'office', and /vidiuc^c^akti/ 'electricity'.
From this partial listing, it can be seen that the aspirated 
consonants parallel their unaspirated homorganics in position, even 
though they occur less frequently. The aspirated consonants appear to 
combine into consonant clusters in much the same manner as the unaspir­
ated consonants. Examples of the aspirated clusters are included, in 
their appropriate places, in the description of unaspirated clusters.
Consonant sequences are always tied by close juncture and occur 
as either syllable initial clusters, or medial clusters, or sometimes
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as combinations of the two types in sequences within words.
When stops or affricates precede continuants they always form 
syllable initial clusters. All the unaspirated stops except those in 
the alveolo-palatal position, were found to combine into two consonant, 
syllable initial clusters: /br/, /bramaNa/ 'the highest caste'; /dr/,
/drava/ 'liquid'; /gr/, /graha/ 'planet'; /pr/, /prAia/ 'how old?';
/tr/, /triSUla/ 'wand carried by saints'; /kr/, /kraia/ 'price'. The 
affricate /j/ also combines with /r/ to form a syllable initial cluster, 
as in /vajra/ 'diamond', but no /cr/ combination occurs in the data.
The stop /t/ combines into syllable initial clusters with /m/ and 
/n/ in the examples, /ratna/ 'girl's name', and /A-tma/ 'soul', /k/ 
was found in combination with the silibant ft/ in /kéatriia/ 'the second 
highest caste from the top'. The stop-continuant syllable initial com­
binations /b^i/, /di/, /ti/, /ki/ and /k^i/ were found in the words 
/ab^^Asa/ 'academic drill', /diAna/ 'meditation', /mrtiu/ 'death',
/aikia/ 'unity', and /muk^iamantri/ 'prime minister'. The /tv/ combin­
ation is contained in the word /ta-tva/ 'philosoply'.
/jni/ is a three consonant sequence beginning with an affricate 
which is followed by two continuants, forming a syllable initial clus­
ter. This sequence, following the pattern of the consonantal /i/, occurs 
only before the low central vowel /A/, in such words as /jnlAna/ 'know­
ledge', and /vijniAna/ 'science'-
When silibants precede stops they form syllable initial clusters, 
while any other continuant preceding a stop will form a medial cluster, 
/st/, /st^/ and /*t/ combinations of this type are found in the words 
/na-ma-ste/ 'greeting', /st^Ana/ 'position', and /mu-éti/ 'fist', /s/ 
and /à/ also begin three consonant clusters with the cluster /tr/:
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/strl/ 'woman', and /raétrapati/ 'the president of the country'.
When silibants precede other continuants they also form syllable 
initial clusters. Examples of the sequences /sn/, /âm/, /èr/ and /sv/ 
occur in the data: /snEhita/ 'friend', /rEéme/ 'silk', /Airaia/ 'shel­
ter', /svarga/ 'heaven *.
The nasal /m/ precedes /r/ to form the initial cluster/mr/, found 
in the word /tA-mra/ 'copper', /v/ combines as the first member of 
syllable initial clusters with /i/ and /r/s /vlApAra/ 'trade', /vrata/ 
'religious observance'.
Medial clusters are formed by gemination of consonants, by se­
quences of two stops, by various continuant and stop or affricated 
sequences, and by some two continuant combinations.
Examples of geminated sequences have been demonstrated for most 
of the consonants, with the exceptions of /h/, /i/, /s/, and some of 
the aspirated consonants.
Sequences of two stops appeared word medially only in the data:
/Éabda/ 'sound', /ratka/ 'blood'.
Each nasal combines with those unaspirated stops and affricates 
which correspond to it in position, to form medial clusters. The /m/ 
combines with /b/ and /p/z /prAramba/ 'the beginning*, /tampu/ 'cold'. 
The /n/ combines with /d/, /t/, /j/, and /c/ in /mundAsu/ 'turban',
/antu/ 'however', /anjike/ 'fear', and /kuncu/ 'bronze'. The retroflex 
/N/ forms medial clusters with /D/ and /T/, as in the words, /tiNDi/ 
'treat', and /kuMTa/ 'lame'. /^/ combines with /g/ and /k/ in such 
words as /u#gura/ 'ring', and /bijjki/ 'fire'. One such medial combin­
ation was found with the aspirated /d^/, in /gAnd^i/ 'Gandhi'.
/r/ was found combined with most of the stops and affricates to
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form the medial clusters found ins /torberaLu/ ‘forefinger’, /svarga/ 
‘heaven’, /sarpa/ ‘cobra’, /àarta/ ’condition’, /darmart^a/ 'free, no 
cost’, /tarka/ ’logic’, /karjUra/ ’date, the fruit’, and /kurci/ ’chair’. 
No /rd/, /rD/, or /rT/ sequences occurred in the data. It seems probable 
that the /rd/ combination occurs in the language to fit the pattern of 
consonant combinations with /r/ in them.
The lateral /l/ occurs in the data preceding the stops /b/, /p/, 
and /k/, forming medial clusters: /svalpa/ ’some’, /nalku/ ‘four’,
/kAlberaLu/ ’toe’.
Geminated continuants, of course, form medial clusters of con­
tinuants. The /r/ combines with the nasals /m/ and /n/ to form medial 
clusters containing two continuants, /darma/ ’religion’, and /varna/ 
’color', contain these sequences. The /rv/ sequence in /parvata/ 
’mountain’, is, also, a medial cluster, as is the /ri/ combination in 
/sUria/ ’sun’.
From the preceding description of consonant combinations it is 
now possible to make a few general statements about the positions of the 
phonemes within consonant clusters. The consonantal /r/, when it precedes 
another consonant, forms a medial cluster, and when it follows another 
consonant it is, then, part of a syllable initial cluster. This general 
rule holds true for the nasals except when they precede /r/. In this 
case, the nasal followed by /r/ combination is a syllable initial clus­
ter. The continuant /l/ follows the same pattern although no example of 
the /l/ following a stop to form an initial cluster was found in the 
data. The silibants always appear in syllable initial clusters, in 
which they may be the first or second members. Stops and affricates 
always occur as first members of syllable initial culsters, or second
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members of medial clusters, -with one exception. The /t/ may be the second 
member of an initial cluster when it is preceded by a silibant.
When the consonantal /v/ and /i/ are the second members of clus­
ters with stops and nasals, they are part of syllable initial clusters, 
but when /v/ and /i/ are second members of clusters with /r/, they are 
part of medial clusters. When the /v/ precedes /i/ or /r/, it is part 
of a syllable initial cluster.
Vowel Positions
The vowels were all found in word initial, medial, and final 
position, with the exception of /o/, which was not found to end a word. 
Examples of the vowel positions within words are contained in the follow­
ing words: /a/, /aDagisu/ 'to hide something or someone', /vaDagi/
'north', /sara/ 'necklace'; /A/, /ATa/ 'play, as a noun', /AkAéa/ 'sky', 
/-t^^EnA/ 'am I?', (and all other present tense interrogative verb 
suffixes); /u/, /uppu/ 'salt', /huIHiga/ 'boy', /tejjku/ 'south'; /U/, in 
/Uru/ 'small town', /nUru/ 'one hundred', /-U/, suffix which indicates 
'although', (as in the phrase /mODaviddarU/ "cloud-there was-although" 
or "although there was a cloud"); /i/, /ill/ 'mouse', /bill/ 'white', 
/beLLi/ 'silver'; /l/, /Ihottu/ 'today', /niru/ 'water', /strl/ 'woman'; 
/e/, /eNTu/ 'eight', /he# gasu/ 'woman', /mane/ 'house'; /e/, /Enu/ 
'what', /iddEve/ 'we are', /vondanE/ 'first'; /o/, /ole/ 'stove', /doDDa/ 
'big'; /O/, /Odu-/ 'to read', /dONi/ 'boat', /-ttiddenO/ '-did I?', (and 
all other past tense interrogative verb suffixes); and the vocalic /r/, 
/rtu/ 'season', /grha/ 'house', and /bratr/ 'kinsman'.
Three short vowel diphthong combinations appeared in the data, 
/ai/, /au/, and /oi/, which are found in the words : /aidu/ 'five'.
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/haudu/ 'yes', and /hoige/ 'sand'. These diphthongs have the quality of 
single short vowels in positions of normal or greater stress. That is, 
the diphthong sequence in /a'l-du/, has the same stress and length pattern 
as the word /a-du/ 'it, distant’. Two vowel sequences which may be 
separated by open juncture do occur in careful speech, as in the words 
/hA-u/ 'snake', and /nA-i/ 'dog'. Because the /Au/ and /Ai/ combinations 
contrast in length and stress sequences with single long vowels, as the 
/a/ in /cA/ 'ten', t h ^  are analyzed as two syllable sequences rather 
than as diphthongs. In a sequence such as the word /A-gu-u-dilla/ 'not 
able to', two vowels are, again, separated by open juncture.
It appears, particularly in more informal speech, that the 7-7 
sequence is generally avoided. In informal speech /A-gu-u-dilla/ becomes 
/A-gu-va-dilla/, and the vowel sequence in /nAi/ may be shortened some­
what, It may be noted in this connection, however, that when words like 
/nAi/ and /hAu/ were spoken very slowly, in syllables, they were pro­
nounced [nA-^ , and [hA-v\^ „
In formal speech, also, consonants are frequently inserted between 
vowel combinations, particularly when a word ending in a vowel combines 
with a word beginning with a vowel. For example, the phrase /mODaviddarU/ 
"although it was cloudy," is made up of the words /mODa/ 'cloud', and 
/iddarU/ 'it was-although', with the /v/ replacing word juncture. Again, 
as previously noted with the example /Anegalilla/, "There are no ele­
phants," the plural suffix /galu/ drops the /u/ when it combines with 
the negative verb /ilia/, and thus avoids a two vowel sequence. The 
morphophonemic patterning of this type of 7C7 combinations cannot be 
completely described without some analysis of morphology.
Sequences of two long vowels tied by close juncture of separated
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by only open juncture do not occur in the data. Long vowels appear to 
always be separated by word juncture or by an intervening consonant.
Phoneme Frequencies
Tables IV and V illustrate the positions within words of the seg­
mentais and their frequencies in these positions, along with the total 
number of each phoneme found in the corpus of language used in making 
up the tables. An Appendix contains a listing of the sample of mor­
phemes used in the analysis, from which data for the frequency tables 
were obtained. Vowel positions are shown in Table IV and consonant 
positions in Table V.
From the frequencies shown in the tables, it can be observed 
that vowels and consonants are fairly evenly divided in the data, which 
is predictable in terms of the CVCV sequences apparently favored by 
Kannada. That consonants occur somewhat more frequently than vowels is 
accounted for by the use of consonant clusters in the language.
The /a/ is, by far, the most frequently used phoneme in the data, 
occurring almost twice as frequently as the /u/, its nearest competitor. 
The /a/, /i/, and /u/ occur more often than any other vowels, though 
the /e/ also occurs frequently. In most cases, the long vowels occur 
less frequently than their short counterparts, although the /o/ and /O/ 
reverse this situation. The frequent use of the /a/, /u/, and /i/ 
phonemes sets them apart within the vowel system, as indicated in Chap­
ter II. When /i/ and /u/ succeed short vowels within a syllable, they 
form diphthongs. The great frequency of the /a/, along with its diph­
thong combinations /au/ and /ai/ place it with the /u/ and /i/ as a 
particularly useful phoneme.
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TABLE 17
VOWEL FREQUENCIES^
VOWEL FREQUENCIES BT WORD POSITIONS TOTALS
Initial Medial Final
a 39 296 130 502
A 8 82 19 109
1 20 9li 86 200
I 3 15 2 20
u 9 61 l5l 221
U 1 15 1 17
e 8 66 6b 138
E 2 22 2 26
o 3 15 18
0 2 20 12 3k
r 1 5 1 7
1292
*Sample of 536 free and bound morphemes containing 2750 seg­
mental phonemes.
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TABLE V 
CCNSQNANT FREQUENCIES*
CONSONANTS FREQUENCIES BY 
Initial
WORD POSITIONS 
Medial
TOTALS
b 29 31 60
bh it 1 5
d 18 106 I2ii
1 U 5
D 2 39 Iti
2 — 2
g. 25 It? 6it1 1 2
P 13 1? 30
ph 1 1 2
t 32 93 125
th — “ U5 it5
T 2 26 28iph « 1 1
k It? 51 98
kh 1 6 ?
j 8 12 20
c 6 ? 13
ch 3 3
m U8 36 8it
n 25 101 126
N 31 31
Û 16 16
1 2 5It 58
L — —' 53 53
r 15 lit it 159
s 29 23 52
é 9 23 32
3 3
h 38 8 it6
V 20 56 ?6
i 8 39 it?
lkS8
phonemes
"^Sample of 536 free and bound morphemes containing 2?50 segmental
»a .
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/r/ is the most frequently found consonant in the data, /d/,
/t/, and /k/ are the most commonly used stops, while /n/ is the most 
frequently used nasal. The aspirated consonants are rather rarely used. 
The /t^/ appears more often since it is used in a series of verb tense- 
person suffixes.
With even this partial analysis, it is now possible to make some 
general comments on the Kannada language and to make some comparisons 
of the phonemic interpretations in this analysis with those of another 
description, Bright's Outline of Colloquial Kannada.
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CHAPTER IV 
COMPARISONS AND CONCLUSICNS 
Variations in Interpretation of Phonemic Data
The recurring similarities in sound which form the speech patterns 
of a language may be interpreted in different ways» That is to say, 
several independent analyses of a language will conform to each other, 
basically, in distinguishing the significant sounds occurring in the 
speech of that language, but they may differ in the phonemic classifica­
tion of those sounds. Differences in interpretation are usually rela­
tively minor ones which do not impair the validity of any one analysis, 
and vary according to the idiolects and dialects studied. Such differ­
ences as occur, generally, represent different approaches to presenting 
the most economical phonemic interpretation of phonetic sequences.
There are some differences in phonemic interpretation between 
the present analysis and Bright's description of colloquial Kannada»^ 
Bright had the advantage of using several informants and of having a 
larger, and more varied, sample of the language which he used to present 
the morphophonemic and grammatical structure of the language, as well 
as the purely phonemic aspects. Also, he describes a colloquial, dif­
ferent form of speech, than is described in this study. These factors 
account for most of the differences between his phonemic interpretations 
and the present ones.
^Bright, pp. 1-12
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Bright describes more vowel positions for Kannada than were found 
in formal speech. His "overall" pattern includes the low front /ae/ and 
the low back, rounded /3/, which occur in some English loan words.^ He 
also includes a high central vowel /i*/ which occurs in the present data 
only as a phonetic feature of the vocalic /r/ and so was not classed as 
a separate phoneme. Bright found this vowel /i°/, to occur occasionally 
in other contexts. For example, the word for "man", /mannué^a/, as pro­
nounced by Mr. Soans, was pronounced as ^aniçy^ by some of Bright's 
informants, which seems, clearly, to be colloquial pronunciation.^
Bright also found some consonants used in colloquial speech that 
were not found in the corpus of formal speech used here. The voiceless 
labiodental ficative and the voiced apico-alveolar spirant which Bright 
symbolizes with /f/ and /z/, respectively, were found by him to occur 
in English and Hindi loan words.^ In the formal speech, the informant 
would pronounce the /z/ in English loan words as the voiced affricate /j/ 
thus: /jinia/ 'zinnia'.
The silibant pattern described by Bright for colloquial Kannada 
differs somewhat from that found when considering formal Kannada, He 
distinguishes between an alveolo-palatal silibant /s/ found in /sartu/ 
'shirt', /visa/ 'poison', and /yestu/ 'how much', and a blade alveolar 
silibant /A/ found in /dEéa/ 'c o u n t r y ' I n  the informant's formal 
Kannada, the alveolo-palatal /&/ was found in /èarta/ 'condition', and
3Ibid., p. 1.
^Ibid., p. 11.
3lbid., p. U. 
bibid.
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and occurred with aspiration in the word for 'poison', /vis^a/. No blade 
alveolar silibant was found; /dEèa/ contains the normal alveolo-palatal 
silibant» The retroflexed /t/ was not found in the word /eàtu/ 'how much', 
in the speech of the informant.
The consonantal and vocalic /i/ were not separated into different 
phonemes in this analysis since they were found to be in complementary 
distribution. That is, when functioning as a consonant, the /i/ precedes 
vowels within syllables, and when functioning as a vowel it is in stressed 
positions within syllables, or follows another short vowel within a syl­
lable. Thus, the consonantal and vocalic /i/ never contrast in the same 
word or syllable position.
The consonant /v/ is separate from the vowel /u/, however, since 
/v/ and /u/ may both succeed vowels within a syllable. This contrast is 
evident in the words /haudu/ 'yes', which contains the diphthong, /au/, 
and /iavvana/ 'youthful’, which contains the medial consonant cluster 
/ w /  whose first member is the coda of the first syllable. In addition, 
the consonant /v/ has a much more complete set of consonantal positions 
than has the consonantal allophone of /i/. For example, /v/ serves as 
the first member of the consonant clusters /vr/ and /vi/ in /vrata/ 
•religious observance', and /viApAra/ 'trade', whereas the consonantal 
/i/ was always found to directly precede vowels.
Bright's interpretation differs from the one just presented. He 
defines two consonant phonemes, /v/ and /y/, which, phonetically, vary 
slightly from the consonantal /v/ and /i/ observed in formal Kannada. 
Bright's /v/ and /y/ occur both before and after vowels within syllables 
in all cases, so that no vowel clusters are defined. This causes /haudu/ 
'yes', for example, to have a medial consonant cluster /vd/, rather than
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a diphthong /au/. The vowels /u/ and /i/ act only as single syllable
peaks in Bright's classification.^
Bright has interpreted all the instances of aspiration in his
data as allophones of one phoneme /h/. Thus, the aspirated consonants
described for formal Kannada are classified as consonant clusters in
2his analysis of colloquial speech.
More consonant clusters, particularly medial clusters, were 
described in Bright's analysis of colloquial speech patterns than were 
found in formal speech. This is due, in large part, to the difference 
between colloquial and formal speech. Many short vowels that occur in 
formal speech are lost in colloquial speech. For example, /navilu/ 
'peacock*, in formal speech is /navlu/ in informal speech. In addition. 
Bright interprets the /h/ as functioning in clusters and the /v/ and 
/y/ as entering into medial clusters.
It may also be noted here that Bright's definition of syllables 
is basically similar to the one used for formal Kannada, but that since 
his is a more complete linguistic analysis than the present one, he
3defines words in morphophonemic terms.
Other phonemic interpretations have been the same in both Bright's 
phonerjiic analysis and the present one, in most instances for the same 
reasons. Long vowels are not treated as sequences of two short vowels 
in either case, as they could have been. This was not done as there 
was no advantage in convenience or clarity in such an interpretation.
^Ibid., p. 11. 
^Ibid.
^Ibid., p. 13.
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A suprasegmental length phoneme, /:/, could have been used for both the 
long vowels and doubled consonants. This would complicate the analysis 
of consonant distributions, since geminated consonants do not begin or 
end syllables. This would involve, then, two statements of distribution 
for the two types of consonants; whereas, as two consonant sequences, 
geminated consonants can be interpreted as medial clusters. Also, as 
Bright points out, such an interpretation involves the overlapping of 
phonemes. For example, if /ram/ were interpreted as /m:/, then both /m/ 
and /:/ would have /m/ as an allophone.^
There are a few more phoneme interpretations which may be briefly 
discussed, most of them relatively minor matters.^ The /jni/ sequence 
described for formal Kannada, Bright renders as a /jn/ sequence in which 
the /n/ is a palatalized allophone of the dental /n/. He explains why 
he describes the /c/ and /j/ as units rather than consonant clusters.
The latter interpretation would complicate distributional statements of 
clusters such that it would be a disadvantage to classify the affricates 
in this way.
Bright renders the post pausal colloquial sequences /ye/, /yE/, 
/vo/, and /vO/ as sequences of two phonemes rather than as variations 
in vowel onsets which coincide with the interpretation given the /vo/ 
sequence found in formal Kannada in the word /vondu/ 'one'. No pattern 
for these sequences was found in the present data. For example, /ole/ 
'stove', does not require a post pausal /v/.
This comparison indicates some of the different phonemic
^Ibid., p. 11. 
^Tbid., p. 12.
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interpretations mhich can be made from the same, or similar, phonetic 
data, and the factors which are considered in deciding upon one of 
several possible phonemic interpretations.
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APPENDIX
VOCABULARY OF FREE AND BOUND MORPHEMES
a
ab^ïAsa academic drill ania an alien
accu mold, press, n. anjida frightened
adiakéa president of a anjike fear, n.
meeting
ananAsu pineapple
a du it, far antu however
ad^ama degenerate aNTu gum, from tree
apgaDi shop, n.
Adagisu to hide something Uor one apag Ata accident
aDigemane kitchen arasina turmeric
agga cheap aéOka Indian Emperor
aidu five aéva horse, very
literary
ailO ouch
atte father’s sister
aikia unity
avalu she
akka older sister
avaru they, human
akki hulled rice far
ajja grandfather autaNa banquet
ajji grandmother avu, avagaLu they, non-humanfar
ajniAta go into hiding
avanu he, far
alia no
A
allA Allah
A du play, or goat
alii there
Aguudilla I cannot
alpa mean
AkAia sty
amma mother, in address
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Ame
Ane
aNNa
Aèraia
ATa
At ma
b
badane
baDagu
-bahudu
bahaLa
baKNa
baru-
barut^t^Ene
bat^t^a
baüôa
baTe
baTTalu
bAgilu
bekkinamarl
bekku
beLaku
beLLi
beraLu
-bEkA
bEli
turtle 
elephant 
older brother 
shelter 
play, n. 
soul
eggplant
north
vb, suffix, 
-may or can
very, much
color
come
good-by
unhulled rice
privation
clothing
plate
door
kitten
cat
light
silver
finger
vb. suffix, 
should I
fence
bidiru
biLi
bipki
birugALi
bisi
bramaHa
bidi
bIDi
bratr
bu&gAra
bUmi
bUâtu
b^ara
b^Ara
b^Arata
b^arati
candra
carma
cA
cikatande
cikatAi
cUri
>h
bamboo
white
fire
storm
hot, temp.
highest caste
street
local cigarette
kinsman
gold
land, or earth 
mold, plant
speed 
weight 
India 
a name
moon
leather
tea
father's younger 
brother
mother's younger 
sister
knife
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D
daDa
daDDa
-daDu
darma
darmArt^a
-daru
-davu
dana
dAna
dAri
dE&a
-dEvu
diAna
dirabti
dipa
dOMi
doDDa
dEvaru
drava
drAkie
druva
d^ana
shore
lazy
vb. suffix 
she, past
religion
free, no cost
vb. suffix 
they, human, past
vb. suffix, t h ^  
non-human, past
cow
alms
trail
a country
vb. suffix 
we, past
meditation
pillow
lamp
boat
big
deity
liquid
grape
pole, as north 
riches
DaDatande
DaDatAl
D^Alu
D^araba
ele
elli
emme
eNTu
eraDanE
eraDu
eétu
ettu
Enu
ETu
gadde
gade
gaiana
gaDDa
gaDiiAra
-gaLu
gaNDa
E
father’s older 
brother
mother’s older 
sister
big drum 
pride
leaf
where
female buffalo
eight
second
two
how much 
lift
what
a beating 
field
wood war club 
music 
beard 
clock
plural ending 
husband
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gaNDu male
gAnd^i Gandhi
gaFTalu throat
gaNte steeple bell
gaTTa small mountain 
range
gAju glass
gALi wind
geleia friend
giLi parrot
gOde wall
gOdi wheat
grab a planet
grha house
gubbi English sparrow
guDi shrine
guDDa hill
gUge large owl
gulAbi rose
guru teacher
g^ana
habba
haddu
hagga
hakki
respected or heavy
festival
vulture, hawk“type 
birds
rope
bird
haLadi
hALLa
hallu
handi
hasive
hatira
hatti
hattu
haudu
hAi
hAlu
hAsige
hAu
hebbeTTu 1 
hebberaLuJ
heccu
hederida
hederike
hedierisu
hendati
he&gusu
hesaru
hittaLi
hoige
hokkaLu
hOgu-
huDuga
huDugaru
yellow
pond
tooth
pig
hunger
near
cotton
ten
yes
sail
milk
mattress
snake
thumb
much, many
frightened
fear, n.
to fear
wife
woman
name
brass
sand
the navel
go
boy
boys
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huDugi
huDadilara
hullu
huLa
huLi
huncu
xawana
iAke
iAru
iAvAga
iAvudu
-ida
iddALe
iddAne
iddAre
iddAve
ide
Iddi
iddiri
iddanu
xddEne
iddBve
“ide
-xdi
idu
ill
girl
girls
grass
worm
sour
roof tile, or 
to distribute
youthful
why
who
when
which one
vb. suffix, 
he, past
she is
he is
they, human, are 
they, non-human, are 
it is
you are, sing.
you are, pi.
I was
I am
we are
vb, suffix 
I, past
vb. suffix 
you, sing., past
it, near
mouse
ilia
illi
-iri
iru- 
iruvenu 
iu, iugaLu
ivu, I
iOd^a
-isl
iudhdha
inu
“itu
ivaLu
ivanu
ivaru
]
Ihottu
Isvara
jamak^Ane
janana
jaTTl
javegOdl
jAti
jniAna
jOLa
jubba
negative verb 
here
vb. suffix 
you, pl., past
to be, is
I will be
they, non-human 
near
these
warrior
vb, suffix, you, 
pi. present
war
after now
vb. suffix 
it, past
she, near 
he, near
they, human, near 
today
a Hindu deity
rug
birth
sash
barley
caste subdivision
knowledge
maize
shirt
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k kELu hear, or ask
kabbu sugar cane kiriia little
kac^Eri office kittaLe orange, fruit
kahi bitter taste kiTiki window
kai hand kivi ear
kaiberaLu finger kopkaNi Sanskritic language
kallu stone korate lack of something
in natural world
kaLu toddy
kOkO party game
KannaDa Kannada
kOli chicken
kannaDaka spectacles
kOMa buffalo
kannaDi mirror
kONe room
kaNNu eye
kOTa the Koda, a people
kappa black
kraia price
karaDi bear
krama * orderly
karjUra date, fruit
krtia deed, as deed done
kaTTina(hAu) kind of snake
krait kéatriia second caste from
top
karrage black
kèAma famine
karu calf
kudure horse
kAgada paper
kuncu bronze
kAge crow
kuNTa lame
kAlberaLu toe
kurci chair
kAlu leg
kAp^i
kUdalu one hair
coffee •uk agOLa heavenly bodies
kAra hot flavor
1
kempu red
lafliga skirt
keTTa mean
lanka Ceylon
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—IE—
-liiA
-liki
maDike
mage
magaLu
magu
maidAnu
maiduna
maLe
mane
raanca
mannué^a
mantri
mara
raaraNa
marl
mata
raaT^a
mAdu-
mAmsa
mAna
mArga
mAtu
mAva
m
non final vb. 
suff. gives emphasis
vb. suffix, shall I
vb. suffix, cannot
cooking pot 
son
daughter
child
playground 
male cousin 
rain 
house 
cot 
a man
minister, in gov.
tree
death
young one
caste
place where 
priests live
make, do
meat
pride
road
a promise 
mother * s brother
mekkejOLa sorgum
mella slow
meTTu sandal
mEju table
minu fish
mise mustache
mommaga grandson
mommogaLu granddaughter
mommakkaLu grandchildren
raosaLe crocodile
mODa cloud
mrtiu death
mudi old
raundAsu turban
rail Du east
mlJgu nose
rauk^a face
muk^iamantri prime minister
mOKa dumb
rnUru three
muèti fist
n
nadi river
naDuberaLu third finger
nakèatra star
namaste greeting
nanna ny
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nannadu mine P
naraka hell pada song
natipga small owl padia poem
navilu peacock paDu west
naukari occupation parvata mountain
nAi dog pAda foot
nAlku four pAdarakée sandal
nkrm I pallaki palaquin
nkvM we pAtre container
nela floor pEraLe guava
niAia justice praiatna to try
niUnate
nil a
ninu
nlru
nIruLLi
nivu
a lack in a person 
blue
you, sing, 
water 
onion 
you, pi.
pratinidi
prAia
prAramba
p^ala
representative 
in congress
how old
the beginning
fruit
nODu
nrtia
nUru
see, vb. 
a dance 
one hundred
rajapAla
rakée
rakta
governor
protection
blood
o
obba
ole
oLLemeNasu
0
single
stove
pepper
raNa-
raNabUmi
raNahaddu
ratna
battle, adj. 
battlefield 
vulture 
girl'8 name
Odu-
Orva
to read 
single
rat^a
ravake
juggernaut 
blouse
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ravi sun snEhita friend
rAhuta rider strl woman
rAStra nation st^Ana position
raètrapati president of the svalpa some
nation
svarga heaven
rEème silk
suvarna gold color
raTTi bread
suvarnageDDe yam
riu season
s_
sUria sun
sakkare sugar
4
èabda sound
saUNa small
èajjk^e doubt
sara necklace
Éapk^isu doubt, vb.
saraLu iron bar
éarakara government
sarige wire
âarAbu liquor
sarpa cobra
éarta condition
sauk^i good health
éastra weapon
sAdiavilli I am not able to
âatru eneny in battle
sAdisu to try with success
élla behavior
sAdu gentle
éUdra lowest caste
sApura thin
t
slgu become available
taiArisu to make
sihi sweet
tail a vegetable oil
sinu sneeze
taie head
sire sari
taledimbu bed pillow
sEbu apple
tamma younger brother
sEvantige chrysanthemum
tammu cold
snAiii muscle
tande father
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tanni
taNNage
tarabEti
tarakAri
tarka
taru-
tatva
tA
tAi
tALe
tAmra
tAre
tArlku
tell age
te^ku
-tl
tinnu-
tiNDi
tODa
tOrberaLu
tOTa
triéUla
-ttiddaLO
-ttiddanO
-ttiddarO
bring!
cold
training
vegetable
logic
to bring
philosophy
bring!, to a 
younger person
mother, reference
palmyra tree
copper
star
date, calendrical 
thin, dilute 
south
you, sing, present 
vb. suffix
to eat
treat
the Toda people
forefinger
garden
stick carried by saints
vb. suffix 
she, past
vb. suffix 
he, past
vb. suffix, ques. 
they, human, past
-ttiddavO
-ttiddenO
-ttiddevO
-ttiddiiO
-ttiddirO
-ttidditO
tuDgi
tuppa
tuppaLa
tuTi
Tagaru
TappAlu
-t^t^adA
-t^t^ade
-t^t^avA
-t^t^ave
-t^t^A
.h
vb. suffix,
did they, non-human
vb. suffix 
did I?
vb. suffix 
did we?
vb. suffix 
did you?
vb. suffix 
did you? pi.
v b . suffix 
did it?
younger sister
ghee
fur
lip
ram, sheep 
mail
vb. suffix 
is it?
vb. suffix 
it, present
vb. suffix
are they, non-human
vb. suffix, they 
non-human, present
vb, suffix, indi­
cates continuing 
action
vb. suffix 
is she?
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-t\^ALe vb. suffix uttara north
she, present u
- t W n k vb. suffix
is he? Uru small town
-t^t^Ane vb. suffix V
he, present
h h vajra diamond-t t ArA vb. suffix
are t h ^ ? , human valaia zone
-t^t^Are vb. suffix vaièéa third caste from
they, present top
-tNi^EnA vb. suffix -valu vb, suffix
am I? she, human, fut.
-t^t^Ene vb. suffix vandane greeting
I, present -vanA vb. suffix
-t^t^EvA vb. suffix shall we?
are we? “Vanu vb. suffix
Vi V he, future-t t Eve vb, suffix
we, present vara bridegroom
- t W ± k vb. suffix vari eneny
will I, you, etc. varatva enemity
-t^t^irA vb, suffix varna colorwill you, pi. -varu vb, suffix
-t^^IiA vb. suffix they, human, fut.
are you, sing.? vastra cloth
vb. suffix
are you, pl.? -vavu vb. suffix, they.
u non-human, future
udda long or tall vAiu air
ugurau finger or toenail
-vEnA vb. suffix
ugurubisi lukewarm will I?
umbattu nine -venu vb. suffix
I, future
uNNe wool
vELe periodically
ugigura ring
-vi vb, suffix, you.
u^uraberaLu ring finger sing, future
uppu salt viApAra trade
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viApAri merchant
-viiA vb. suffix
will you?, sing.
vidiuc^c^akti electricity
-viddarU was there, although
vijniAna science
-viri vb. suffix
you, pi. future
viéama worse
vié^a poison
vondanE first
vondu one
vonduvELe perchance
vrtta circle
vrata religious observance
-vudu vb. suffix
it, future
Abbreviations: n. = noun; vb. = verb; suff, = suffix; pi. = plural;
sing. = singular. - before the morph, indicates it is a bound form.
Some sentences are presented here to give an indication of the 
grammatical structures without going into any analysis of them:^
/bekku; iliennu niusut^^ade/ "Cat, mouse, smells," or "The cat 
smells the mouse."
/nAuu; manege hOgut^t^Ene/ "I, home-to, going-am-I," or "I am 
going home."
/idu vondu mudi kONa/ "It, here, one old buffalo," or "This is
^The = is put in to mark off, roughly, the words which have com­
bined to form longer words.
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^7
an old buffalo.”
/Av u daDDa dON'a= gala= g=lddavu/ "They, lazy, buffaloes-were, ” 
or, "They were lazy buffaloes."
/ihottu, inODa=v^iddarU| maLe bara=l=illa/ "Today, cloud-it was- 
although, rain, come-did not," or, "Although it was cloucfy today, it 
did not rain."
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